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Abstract
Automotive seating back frames for front row are mostly constructed from high strength steel in order to meet very
rigorous crash requirements. The main requirements are meeting the rear impact and luggage retention behavior
as specified by the standards. In this paper, seating back frames constructed from over molded Short Fiber
Reinforced Thermoplastics (SFRT) on Continuous Fiber Reinforced Thermoplastics (CFRT) inserts are described.
One of the challenges is accurate CAE simulation of the static and dynamic behavior of such parts. CAE tools using
LSDyna were developed to model accurately the rear crash and luggage retention behavior. Designs validated
through CAE analyses were used to cut the tool and build prototype parts. Physical tests on Prototype parts
confirmed good correlation between the tests and FEA. They met all the required criteria without requiring any
design changes.

Introduction
In a previous paper [1], material modeling of short glass fiber reinforced thermoplastics (SFRT)
and continuous glass fiber reinforced thermoplastics (CFRT) laminates were described. SFRT
modeling uses an anisotropic material model based on fiber orientation and is an outcome of
ULTRASIM® technology [2],[3]. This is implemented as a USER DEFINED MATERIAL
LAW in LS-DYNA. For CFRT laminates, MAT_58 in LS-DYNA is used. The material
models were verified through application to various parts in [1]. Automotive front row seating
has been one of the more difficult applications to penetrate for plastics due to the stringent
requirement of crash safety standards. Two of the critical safety standards to be met are rear
impact test (FMVSS 301 [9], Figure 1), and Luggage retention test (ECE-R17 [10], Figure 2).
Application of over molded SFRT on CFRT inserts to Automotive seating is described in this
paper. It combines the directional stiffness & strength of CFRT layers with the flexibility and
versatility of molding SFRT over it. Two examples with CAE analyses and testing are detailed
here and they confirm the viability of such applications. CAE analyses with LS-DYNA has
1
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proved to be very valuable in the development process in terms of predictive capability and
cutting down the number of prototypes for physical testing.

95% Male (Approx. 240 lbs), Sled Acceleration 20-25 G
Figure 1

Rear Impact Test Set Up (FMVSS301)

18 Kg Luggage, Sled Acceleration 20-25 G
Figure 2 Luggage Retention Test Set Up (ECE-R17)

Seatback Example I
One of the seat frames which were converted into a composite frame is shown in Figure 3.
The composite equivalent of the seat frame is shown in Figures 4 & 5. The CFRT members
provide stiffness & strength required to withstand a rear impact. The over molded
2
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SFRT (polyamide 6) provides additional stiffness through ribbing and stability to the CFRT part.
It also forms the frame for consolidation and incorporation of other features for holding the trim.
The CFRT part is thermoformed from a layered kit and then placed in the injection molding tool.
The polyamide 6 (SFRT) is over molded around the CFRT part in the tool. Extensive tests were
conducted to assess the bonding strength between the CFRT and SFRT. The finite element
analysis (FEA) model involved building a mid-plane shell model for each part separately.
Material models as described in [1] are used. The two parts are coupled together by tied contact
definition in LS-DYNA. Appropriate contact definitions are also defined for other contacting
parts. After the initial design was established, a series of iterations, mainly FEA, were carried
out to improve the design. This was mostly done on a component level basis. Some prototypes
were also built to validate some of the CAE findings. Some buckling failures were identified
and design was improved through reinforcements as shown in Figure 5. The prototype tool was
modified to incorporate all the changes. The rear impact test was carried on the final part.
Figure 6 shows the set up for the rear impact test for both the FEA and the physical test. Figure
7 shows the deflection of the seatback for the FEA and the physical test and the deformations
are similar. Predicting initial failure and/or damage accurately in FEA was one of the main
goals. Figure 8 shows excellent correlation of the local cracking of the boss in the physical test
and the FEA. This is critical for developing parts without going through extensive and costly
prototyping phase.

Figure 3 Front Row Seatback Frame made of Steel

3
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CFRT Insert placed
in Injection Mold

Polyamide 6 (SFRT) Over
Molded on CFRT Insert

Figure 4 CFRT Insert and Composite Seatback

Buckling failure
observed in FEA

Figure 5

4
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Figure 6 CAE and Test Set Up for Rear Impact Test

Figure 7

Seatback Deflection from Test and FEA
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Comparison of CAE Simulation and Testing

Seatback Example II
Another seatback was considered as shown in Figure 9. This seatback was designed as a
substitute for an existing steel design. Based on the learning from the previous example, this
was designed to withstand both rear impact test and the luggage retention test. The two side
members are reinforced with CFRT inserts. The rest of the part is over molded with SFRT
(Glass Filled Polyamide 6). Steel brackets are also included in the design in order to attach to
the recliner. A moldflow analysis was conducted to optimize the gating conditions and to
generate the fiber orientation information. This information was used to generate the
6
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Continuous Fiber
Reinforced
Thermoplastic
(CFRT)

Short Fiber
Reinforced
Thermoplastic
(SFRT),
Polyamide 6

Figure 9

Comparison of CAE Simulation and Prototype Testing

Over Molded
SFRT
SFRTCFRT

CFRT

Figure 10

FEA Model of Seatback
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Figure 11 Rear Impact Test Set Up, Overlayed with FEA Model

Figure 12 Overlay of FEA and Test for Rear Impact Test
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Table I Dynamic Deflection Comparison
Dynamic Deflection
Door
Tunnel

Test
360
330

FEA
310
310

Figure 13 Comparison of Pelvis and Chest Acceleration from Test and FEA

anisotropic material model for the SFRT (Figure 10). It also shows the inclusion of the CFRT
insert and the steel bracket in the model. Tied contact definition is used to couple the CFRT
and the SFRT. The seatback frame is set up with the rest of the model for rear impact
simulation (Figure 11). Figure 12 overlays the CAE simulation and the test and shows very
good correlation. The dynamic deflection comparison is given in Table I. The correlation of the
pelvis and chest acceleration is also very good and is given in Figure 13. The luggage retention
test was also performed on the seatback. Figures 14-15 show the comparison of the CAE and
the test result and they compare quite well. The main goal of the FEA was to identify any weak
locations and improve the design before any prototype tool was cut. Some of this was achieved
through component level simulations. Only after satisfactory results were obtained in the FEA
for the rear impact and the luggage retention simulations, a prototype tool was cut. The seat
back frames passed both the rear impact test and the luggage retention test in the first attempt
without requiring any tool changes. This reinforces the value of the FEA tools to design and
develop composite seatback frames to a point where costly prototype parts are minimized or
eliminated.

9
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Figure 14 Luggage Retention Test

Dynamic Deflection
Test 206 mm
FEA 211 mm

Figure 15 Overlay of CAE and Test, Luggage Retention
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Conclusions
Two example seatback frames of over molded SFRT on CFRT inserts were designed and
developed using FEA tools specifically developed for modeling such parts. The high degree of
correlation between the test and FEA data highlights the value of the CAE tools for composite
seatback development.
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Simulation for Forming and Performance Evaluation of
Structures Developed Based on the Concept of
“ORIGAMI Engineering”
Sunao Tokura

Tokura Simulation Research Corporation

Abstract
The “origami” is known as one of traditional Japanese craftwork. Origami is a technique of
paper folding in which various complex shapes of birds, flowers and so on can be made from a
simple sheet of paper. Origami is also considered as a technique to produce light weight three
dimensional structures from two dimensional material. And the 3D structures of origami can be
foldable and/or expandable. Recently origami engineering inspired by traditional origami has
been advocated by some researchers. Although several excellent structures have been studied
ideally and mathematically so far, from a viewpoint of engineering, formability of the origami
structure is a very important engineering issue practically even if the structure has excessively
elegant shape. There are two major origami structures, i.e., the “octet-truss core panel (shortly
truss core panel)” and the “reversed spiral origami tube”. In this paper the formability, strength
and crash performance of these origami structures are discussed. The explicit FE code LSDYNA® is the main solver of these problems. The press forming simulation software JSTAMP is
used for formability assessment and the optimization software LS-OPT® is used to study crash
performance.

Examples of traditional origami (upper), truss core panel (right) and
reversed spiral origami tube (left)
1
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1. Multi-Stage Forming Process Simulation of Truss Core Panel
1.1. Introduction
Honeycomb core panel has been widely used for floor and wall materials of buildings,
aircrafts, trains and so on as light weight and high strength for bending structure up to now.
However honeycomb panel has several disadvantages. For example it is relatively weak for shear
deformation and in-plane compression. It is unsafe for fire accident as flammable adhesive is
used to glue honeycomb core and surface plates. So, from the point of view to apply origami
engineering, truss core panel is considered as one of hopeful alternative core panel for
honeycomb panel. Truss core panel is commonly used as a combination of two panels shown in
Fig.1. Ideally two truss core panels having cores of regular triangular pyramids form space filling
geometry with regular tetrahedrons and octahedrons[1, 2]. This geometry is very stiff for
bending like honeycomb panel, and has better aspects in shear strength and in in-plane
compressive load. Moreover honeycomb panel is manufactured through expensive forming
process, in contrast, truss core panel has a possibility to be formed through common inexpensive
press forming process. The truss core panel is a structure invented from the research work of
space filling feature and many kinds of usage will be studied as substitute of honeycomb
panel[3].
In the real world, formability of structure is a big problem even though excessively excellent
geometry of structure is proposed ideally and mathematically from origami engineering. There
are several forming technique to produce real truss core panel, e.g., press forming, hydroforming,
superplastic forming, etc. However hydroforming and superplastic forming are expensive for
production cost and more inexpensive press forming is preferred. So we consider common press
forming technique to form truss core panel in this study.

Fig.1 Combined truss core panel
1.2. Preliminary study for forming of triangular pyramid core
Let’s consider to form a thin metal sheet with the thickness t0. We assume that a regular
triangular region with the edge length of a in Fig.2 (a) is formed into a triangular pyramid with
the height of h in Fig.2 (b). We also assume that the sheet is stretched evenly and the thickness
after forming changes to t. The initial volume of the triangular region V0 and the volume of the
pyramid region of the sheet after forming V are given as

2
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3a 1 2
a  h2  t
2 12

(1)

respectively. The change of volume of metals in plastic deformation can be negligible. So we can
let V0=V, and let aspect ratio  and thickness reduction  as



h
a

,



t0  t
t0

(2)

From Eqs.(1) and (2) we can derive the relation between  and  as



 2   
2
121   

(3)

(a) Initial geometry

(b) Formed geometry

Fig.2 Ideal deformation of regular triangle to
triangular pyramid

Aspect ratio, 

And we obtain the graph shown in Fig.3 from Eq.(3).The graph shows the relationship between
the aspect ratio of the pyramid and the thickness reduction obtained by uniform stretching of the
triangular region. Empirically forming limit of common steel sheet is known as around 30 % for
the thickness reduction. So we can estimate easily from Fig.3 that formable triangular pyramid
shape has aspect ratio up to 30 % when press forming is adopted. Although the ideal core shape
is regular triangular pyramids (≈ 0.81), the thickness reduction is about 67 % in this case and it
is supposed that forming is impossible from Eq.(3) and Fig.3. Our conclusion suggests that our
target of press forming should be the pyramid with the aspect ratio 0.29 against the thickness
reduction 30 %.

Forming limit

Thickness reduction,  (%)
Fig.3 Aspect ratio (h/a) versus thickness
reduction

1.3. Geometry and material properties of truss core panel
We determined the target of the triangular pyramid core with the edge length of the bottom 82
mm and the height 23 mm (aspect ratio = 0.28) in our simulation. The dimension of plate and the
number of cores are variable according to the purpose of use of the truss core panel. We defined
the truss core panel including 6 x 5 core array as Fig.4. We modified the vertex of the pyramids
3
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as flat for spot weld and made fillet at the edges to be able to form by press forming. BelytschkoTsay shell element with three through-thickness integration point is adopted and
*MAT_TRANSVERSELY_ANISOTROPIC_ELASTIC_PLASTC (*MAT_037) is used. The
material properties are summarized in Fig.5.

Initial thickness = 1 mm
23 mm
82 mm

= 206 GPa
= 0.3
= 159.74 MPa
= 7.84 x 103 kg/m3
= 1.815

Young's modulus
Poisson's ratio
Yield stress
Density
r

Stress (MPa)

82 mm
Fig.4 Geometry and dimensions of truss
core panel for the simulation

600
400
200
0.0

0.2
0.4
Plastic strain

Fig.5 Material properties and stress-strain curve
1.4. Single stage forming
First, simple single stage forming simulation was performed and reviewed shortly. Figure 6
(a) is the model and Fig.6 (b) and (c) are its result. In this case each core stretches individually,
then extreme thickness reduction over the forming limit occurs. Sheet cannot flow into the cores
especially around the center of the sheet. Therefore this simulation shows clearly that the single
stage forming cannot be applied to form the truss core panel.

die
blank

30

holder

25
20
15
10

punch
(a) FE model

5
0

(b) Thickness reduction (%)-5 (c) Nodal displacement
vector
-10
Fig.6 Single stage forming simulation
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1.5. Multi-stage forming
Second, multi-stage forming process was evaluated using simulation. In this forming process
there are two punches, i.e., preforming punch and forming punch. In the preforming stage the
cores are formed into hemisphere shape in which each core may be stretched uniformly. After
preforming the forming punch is activated to form each core into final pyramid shape. This idea
was investigated using the simulation. Figure 7 shows the FE model and tool setup for the multistage forming and forming sequence is shown in Fig.8. The result shows that the maximum
thickness reduction is under 30 % and the truss core panel can be formed using this multiforming procedure in our simulation. Later forming trial was performed and it confirmed our
estimation based on the simulation.
blank
First stage
（700 mm×750 mm)
die
Second stage
holder

Third and later stages

750 mm
700 mm

punch
(a) FE model

forming
punch
preforming
punch guide pin
(b) Punch and blank motion

Fig.7 Multi-stage forming simulation

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Stage 6
30
20
10
0

Stage 7

Stage 8

-10

Thickness reduction (%)

Fig.8 Forming sequence of multi-stage press forming of truss core panel
5
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2. Bending Strength of Truss Core Panel with Work Hardening Effect
Our purpose of the development of truss core panel is replacement of conventional
honeycomb panel as a light weight and high strength structure. For this purpose the bending
strength of truss core panel was compared with that of honeycomb panel through the simulation.
The procedure to create a three point bending model of the truss core panel is as follows;
(1) The final shape of the truss core panel obtained by multi-stage press forming simulation was
trimmed into 612 mm x 655 mm rectangular plate as shown in Fig.9.
(2) Stress, plastic strain and thickness distribution in the fine mesh of the truss core panel used in
the forming simulation were mapped on a coarse mesh for the three point bending simulation
as shown in Fig.10.
(3) A sheet of truss core panel was duplicated and combined as Fig.11. Each vertex of the
pyramid was attached on the flat surface of the opposite plate using spotweld beam.
Honeycomb panel model of three point bending was also modeled to compare with the truss core
panel shown in Fig.12. It should be noted that truss core panel has work hardening derived from
press forming whereas honeycomb panel doesn't have this feature.

Trim line
(612 mm x 655 mm)

(a) Final result of press (b) Remeshed model
forming simulation
along the trim line
Fig.9 Trimmed model from formed geometry
obtained by multi-stage press forming
simulation

Fig.10 Mapping of stress, strain and
thickness distribution from the fine
mesh to the coarse mesh

Punch
Upper truss core panel
Lower truss core panel

Support
Fig.11 Truss core panel model configuration for three point bending simulation
6
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(a) Transformation of truncated triangular pattern to
honeycomb pattern

Simulation(3)

(b) Honeycomb panel model
equivalent to truss core panel
(upper plate invisible)

Fig.12 Honeycomb panel and truss core panel have a similarity

(a) Deformation of truss core panel

Force (kN)

The results of three point bending simulation are shown in Fig.13. Following three cases for
truss core panel were performed. and compared with honeycomb panel;
Case 1 : Full integral shell element (elform=16) is used without work hardening
Case 2 : Full integral shell element (elform=16) is used with work hardening
Case 3 : Reduced integral shell element (elform=2) is used with work hardening
Figure 13 (b) is the comparison of force-stroke curves. In this result the work hardening effect
improves the strength of the truss core panel dramatically. The honeycomb panel shows highest
strength than any cases of truss core panel. But the strength of the truss core panel with full
integral shell and work hardening is very close to honeycomb panel. So we suppose that truss
core panel can be a substitute for honeycomb panel if production cost is considered. The case of
reduced integral shell shows low strength even the work hardening is considered. The reason is

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0

Truss core : FI
Truss core : FI + work hardening
Truss core : RI + work hardening
Honeycomb

20
40
Punch stroke (mm)

60

(b) Force-stroke curve
(c) Red elements have warpage angle
of over 5 degrees
Fig.13 Results of three point bending simulation
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clear that RI shell doesn't consider warpage stiffness in its formulation[3]. Figure 13 (c) indicates
the shell elements having warpage of five degrees and over as red region. It is considered that
these elements decrease the bending strength of the panel.

3. Shape optimization of truss core panel to improve
impact energy absorption ability
One of important application of truss core panel is the structure of vehicles. Especially as
electric vehicle doesn't have exhaust pipes and drive shaft on the floor, the floor is flat and truss
core panel can be applied for the floor of electric vehicle (Fig.14). We also expect that truss core
panel absorbs impact energy at vehicle crash. For this purpose we tried a shape optimization of
truss core to maximize the ability of energy absorption. The model for the shape optimization
problem is shown in Fig.15. The definition of the shape optimization are as follows;
(1) Design variables and side constraints
12.0 mm ≤ h ≤ 18.0 mm
1.2 mm ≤ w ≤ 2.0 mm
3.0 mm ≤ ra ≤ 6.5 mm
3.0 mm ≤ rb ≤ 8.0 mm

Fig.14 Candidate parts to adopt truss core panel (FE model courtesy of NCAC)[4]

55 mm

254.034 mm

ra
h

y z

302.5 mm
x
thickness = 0.5 mm
(a) Truss core panel model

rc

rb
w

(b) Design variables h, w, ra and rb

Fig. 15 Truss core panel FE model and design variables for shape optimization
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(2) Objectives
Maximize absorbed energy Ex for crash in x-direction
Maximize absorbed energy Ey for crash in y-direction
Maximize absorbed energy Ez for crash in z-direction
(3) Constraints
Displacement for crash in x-direction, dx ≤ 156 mm (initial design)
Displacement for crash in y-direction, dy ≤ 117 mm (initial design)
Optimization calculation was driven by LS-OPT and sequential metamodeling using RBF
network was used during the calculation. As the result optimal design was obtained at the fifth
iteration. The results are summarized in Table 1. The response surfaces of absorbed energy Ex, Ey,
Ez vs two important design variables h and rb are illustrated in Fig.16. In this optimization
problem good improvement for the energy absorption for Ex can be seen. However obvious
improvement cannot be seen for Ey and Ez. One of the reason is a trade-off relationship between
Ex and Ey as shown in Fig.17. Another possible reason is the accuracy of the response surfaces.
Following R2 values show good accuracy for Ex whereas poor accuracy for Ey and Ez.
R2 for Ex = 0.897, R2 for Ey = 0.465, R2 for Ez = 0.086

Base line
model
Ex (J)
Ey (J)
Ez (J)
dx (mm)
dy (mm)
h (mm)
w (mm)
ra (mm)
rb (mm)

719.76
603.81
186.24
156.28
117.58
15.000
1.690
5.000
5.000

Table 1 Optimal design
Predicted response
improvement
Value
(%)
764.27
6.19
596.83
-1.16
186.29
0.03
142.31
8.94
115.49
1.78
17.037
1.505
3.217
8.000
-

Real response
improvement
Value
(%)
769.29
6.88
604.758
0.16
186.93
0.37
139.93
10.46
105.92
9.92
17.037
1.505
3.217
8.000
-

Real response
Predicted response

192

740
720
8

6
rb (mm)

18

4

12

16
14 h (mm)

660
640
620
600
8

6
rb (mm)

Ez (J)

760

Ey (J)

Ex (J)

780

18

4

12

16
14 h (mm)

190
188
186
8

6
rb (mm)

4

12

18
16
14 h (mm)

Fig. 16 Response surface of absorbed energy vs design variables h and rb using RBF
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620

16
15

612

15

189

14

14

608
604

16

190

h (mm)
Ez (J)

Ey (J)

616

17

191

h (mm)
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13
740

750

760 770
Ex (J)

780 12

188
187
604

13
608

612 616
Ey (J)

620

12

Fig.17 Trade-off relationship between Ex and Ey (left) and Ey and Ex (right)

4. A study for buckling characteristics of reversed spiral origami tube
4.1. Introduction
Reversed spiral origami tube is a tubular structure formed from a folded sheet (Fig.18). A
geometric condition to form a closed tube is given as



2
2N

where a is an angle between the lines of mountain fold and valley fold depicted in Fig.18[5]. N is
the number of division through the circumferential direction. If the tube satisfy above condition,
the tube can be folded easily along the center axis. So if this tube can be made from metals like
steel, it is supposed that the reversed spiral origami tube can be used as a kind of crash tube to
absorb impact energy. In this study forming process and crash performance were investigated
using simulation.
N





Fig.18 Development view and folded shape of reversed spiral origami tube.
Solid lines in the development view are mountain fold and broken
lines are valley fold.
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4.2. Hydroforming simulation
Hydroforming simulation of the origami tube was performed to study formability. The origami
tube is formed from a cylindrical tube by the combination of pressure, axial displacement and
tooling shown in Fig.19 (a). The main purpose of the simulation is determination of the loading
path or history of these three loading condition. If the pressure is too weak and the axial
displacement is too large, buckling may occur during the forming. In contrast if the pressure is
too large and the axial displacement is too small, the tube may be ruptured. The appropriate
loading path could be determined after several trial and error as Fig.19 (b). Figure 20 shows the
deformation of the tube in the forming process.

Pressure
Axial displacement
Tooling

A

T

8.0
7.0

A

(a) Loading condition
P : Pressure
A : Axial displacement
T : Tooling

10.0

6.0

8.0

Pressure (MPa)

T

Displacement (mm)

P

T

12.0

5.0
4.0

6.0

3.0

4.0
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Fig.19 Loading condition and history for the hydroforming simulation
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Fig.20 Deformation of the tube during the forming process
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4.3. Crush simulation
The reversed spiral origami tube can be folded effectively along the center axis of the tube
when axial load is applied. The region of common side member of vehicle which contributes for
impact energy absorption is regarded only 70 %, whereas the reversed spiral origami tube can
collapse almost 100 %. So there is a possibility to use origami tube as a component of energy
absorption mechanism of vehicles if it is designed properly. In this paper a simple crush
simulation of the origami tube was performed to reveal the behavior of the tube against axial
compression. Figure 21 shows the crush simulation model of the origami tube. The tube is
impacted by the rigid impactor with the velocity 13888.89 mm/s. The result is shown in Fig.22.
The force-displacement curve can be divided into seven phases as shown in this figure. The
events occurred in each phase can be analyzed as follows;
Phase 1 : Initial peak appears by the impact between the edge of the tube and the impactor.
Phase 2 : High frequency oscillation is observed caused by the buckling of the edge of the tube.
Phase 3 : The layer 1 and 2 in Fig.21 are folded and the force decreases.
Phase 4 : The layer 1 and 2 are compacted completely and the force increases.
Phase 5 : The folding of the layer 3 and 4 is initiated along the fold lines and the high force is
kept.
Phase 6 : The layer 3 and 4 are folded and the force decreases.
Phase 7 : All layers are compacted and the force increases.
Plastic strain distribution

Impactor velocity
= 13888.89 mm/s (constant)
Phase

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.0
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Fig.21 Crush simulation model
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Fig.22 Force-displacement curve of the origami tube
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From this result we can conclude that if some design variables, e.g., angle , the number of
division N, the number of layers, etc. are determined correctly, the impact force can be controlled
in accordance with the purpose of impact energy absorption.

5. Conclusions
Two interesting structure, octet-truss core panel and reversed spiral origami tube conceived
from origami engineering were introduced. The truss core panel is inexpensive for production
cost and it was shown that the truss core panel might be an alternative of conventional
honeycomb panel as a light weight and high strength structure. For the origami tube it was
shown that the tube had a potential ability to control impact force as a impact energy absorption
equipment in vehicles. It was quite easy to perform the simulation of the multi-stage forming of
truss core panel using LS-DYNA. Because LS-DYNA analysis can pass the result of former
simulation easily using dynain file. This capability could also be used in the three point bending
simulation including work hardening effect. LS-OPT could create the metamodels very
efficiently for the multi-objective optimization problem for the energy absorption ability of the
truss core panel.
Excellent capabilities of LS-DYNA and LS-OPT will be a powerful tool for the development
of unique structures conceived from origami engineering in the future.
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Parametric Study for Evaluating Damageability of
Automotive Radiator by Impacting Stones
Satyajit Singh, Mohammad Usman, and Jon Raver
Ford Motor Company

Abstract
The performance of automotive engines depends on the adequate heat rejection by radiator. The
durability of radiator under all road conditions is an important consideration during the design
and development stage, specifically protection of radiators from impacting road debris and
stones. A parametric study was conducted to investigate the damageability of radiators by small
stone impacts. In this paper, radiator design parameters are studied for damage protection
caused by stone impacts. The strain in the radiator material caused by stone impacts has been
used as the measure of damageability. The parameters considered for the study are the fin
thickness, fin pitch, tube height, tube thickness, tube nose radius, tube depth, stone size and stone
speed. The results show that strain is dependent on fin thickness, tube thickness, stone size and
stone velocity. Also strain is insensitive to Tube nose radius, tube construction type, and tube
depth.

1.0 Introduction
Automotive radiator is a heat exchanger which
helps reject heat from the hot fluid transported
from the engine by circulating it through
radiator tubes which are surrounded by fins. In
our study the radiator fins and tubes are
constructed from Post Brazed Aluminum
(Figure 1).
The probability of stone hitting the radiator is
function of design of grill openings, the
distance between the grill and the radiator, the
mounting of the radiator, type of the road and
Figure 1 – Tube and Fin Construction
road conditions. The probability of stone
impact is very high with large grill openings. Stone impact avoidance is possible in the early
design and packaging phase of front end components by optimizing the size and shape of the
grill openings.
Radiator function as a heat exchanger is highly dependent on the ambient air flow through the
radiator. Design team is often challenged by conflicting design requirements – larger grill
opening are desired for effective cooling of the hot fluid but smaller openings are desired for
1
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damage avoidance by stone impacts. If damage is not detected early, it may result in fire or
cracking the engine block due to overheat. Even if radiator damage is detected early the
replacement cost of radiator is significant which results in
increased OEM warranty cost.
Integrity of radiator against stone impact is a design
requirement which must be met during the product design
stage to withstand stone impacts. Automotive OEMs have
developed design specifications, and also component level
tests in order to assure robust design of radiators. Figure 2
and 3 show the damage observed due to stone impacts
during day to day usage of an automobile.
In this study, an effort is made to evaluate the design
parameters of a radiator that may be considered at early
development stage for robust design. Moreover, minimum
values of these parameters are established as the design
guidelines.

2.0 Theoretical Formulation

Figure 2 – Radiator Damage

The material domain of the radiator is considered as a
continuum.
Kinematics
The radiator body is a set of particles. A typical particle of
radiator is denoted by its position vector X at initial time
. The domain of X at time
is called undeformed
configuration of the body. Let x denote the position of
particle P at time t. The motion of particle P is descried by
the vector function [1]:
x=

X,t)

Figure 3-Radiator Damage
(2.1)

For a fixed X, (2.1) gives the trace of particle P as time t increases. At a fixed time t, (2.1) gives
the position of all particles of the radiator body. This motion is assumed to be one-to-one so that
(2.1) can be inverted and written as
x=

X,t)

(2.2)

The velocity and accelerations of particle P are given by
X,i) =

2

(2.3)
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The governing equations for Langrangian formulation are given below [2]3.
Governing Equations
The momentum equation is,



ij , j

 f

..

i

x

(2.5)

i

Satisfying the boundary condition,

 n  t (t )
ij i

(2.6)

i

On boundary δ b 1, the displacement boundary conditions,
x ( X , t )  D (t )
i 
i
On boundary δ b 2, the contact discontinuity,


(   )n
ij
ij i  0

(2.7)

(2.8)

Mass conservation is trivially stated,
ρV = ρ0

(2.9)

Where V is the relative volume and ρ0 is the reference density.
The energy equation is
.

.

.

(2.10)
E  Vs   ( p  q)V
ij ij
LSDYNA3D is used to compute strains developed in the radiator structure due to stone impact.
The problem is modeled as high speed impact problem. Explicit formulation is deployed which
means that we are solving the following equation:

ma n  cv n  kd n  f n

(2.11)

Where n = time step. Where kdn is the internal force in the structure. The basic problem is to
determine the displacement d n+1, at time t n+1. The above dynamic solution can be re-written as:
Explicit: d n1  f (d n , v n , a n , d n1 , v n1 ,...)

(2.12)

All these terms are known at time state "n" and thus can be solved directly.
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Constitutive Model – Piecewise Elastoplasticity
At low stress levels in elastoplastic
materials the stresses, σij, depends
only on the state of strain, however,
above a certain stress level, called the
yield stress, σy (ai), nonrecoverable
plastic deformations are obtained.
The yield stress changes with
increasing plastic deformations,
which are measured by internal
variables, ai.
In the uniaxial tension test, a curve
like in Figure 4 is generated where
Figure 4 - Plastic Behavior
logarithmic uniaxial strain is plotted against the
uniaxial true stress which is defined as the applied load P divided by the cross-sectional area, A.
This model includes strain rate effects. The yield function Φ is a function of Deviatoric stresses,
and is given by:



1
y 2
sij sij 
0
2
3

(2.13)

Where

     f ( p )
Y

0

h

eff

(2.14)

Here, linear hardening of the form fh( p eff ) = Ep ( p eff ) is assumed where Ep (plastic hardening
modulus) and  p eff (effective plastic strain) are given in Equations

Ep =



EtE
E  Et

P
2. p. p
  (   )1/ 2 dt
eff
3 ij ij

(2.15)

(2.16)

Parameter β accounts for strain rate effects. In the implementation of this material model, the
deviatoric stresses are updated elastically the yield function is checked, and if it is satisfied the
deviatoric stresses are accepted. If it is not, an increment in plastic strain is computed.
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(2.17)

p

Where G is the shear modulus and Ep is the current plastic hardening modulus. The trial
*
deviatoric stress state S is scaled back
ij



n 1
*
y
S

S
3 * *
ij
ij
( S S )1/ 2
2 ij ij

(2.18)

Radiator is modeled with shell elements, for these elements the above equations apply, but with
the addition of an iterative loop to solve for the normal strain increment, such that the stress
component normal to the mid surface of the shell element approaches to zero.

3.0 Parametric Study
Radiator is designed to condition the engine fluid to a required temperature. This function is
delivered by right sizing the radiator which includes the number and size of tubes and fins, and
strategy of fluid flow through the radiator. The structural integrity of radiator against the
damageability due to stone impact only depends on many parameters of tube and fin design. Fins
are designed to provide spacing and structural strength to tubes. In the following paragraph these
parameters are discussed:
1. Construction of the tube:
(a) Folded B (Figure 5) – When the tube is
constructed, both ends are folded in the
center and it looks like the letter B.
(b) Welded (Figure 6) – When the tube is
constructed, both the ends are welded
together.

Figure 5 – Folded B Construction

2. The Table 1 shows the parameters considered
for tube and fin designs parametric scheme.
3. The baseline parameter values are as follows:
(a) Fin thickness – 0.08 mm,
(b) Fin Pitch – 3.0/2 mm,
(c) Tube height – 1.75 mm,
(d) Tube thickness – 0.2mm,

Figure 6 – Welded Construction
5
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(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
4.

Tube nose radius – 0.875 mm,
Tube depth – 25 mm,
Stone size – 2 mm and
Stone speed 30 mph.
Externally applied parameters are speed of the stone and size of the stone.

Fin Thickness
(mm)
Fin Pitch (mm)

*

0.1

*

3.5/2

*

2.0

0.04

0.06

0.08

2.0/2

2.5/2

3.0/2

1.25

1.5

1.75

0.1

0.2

*

0.3

0.4

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.875

15

20

Stone Size (mm)

25

1

Stone Speed
(mph)

2

15

30

Tube Height
(mm)
Tube Thickness
(mm)
Tube Nose Radius
(mm)
Tube Depth (mm)

*
*

*

*

30

4

6

45

60

* shows base values

Table 1 – Showing parameters studied
Figure 7 pictorially shows the definitions of design parameters of tube and fin. The changes in
plastic strain versus three discrete values of each parameter are studied.

Figure 7 – Various parameters of Radiator
(See Table 1 for parameter dimensions)
6
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Material properties of Post Brazed Aluminum are:
Density = 2.73 g/cc
Modulus of Elasticity = 57186 MPa
Poisson's ratio = 0.33

Figure 8 – Stress versus Strain for Aluminum material

4.0 Computation Results
The baseline values for this study are given in 3.0(3). LSDYNA3D has been deployed to obtain
computational results. These results are discussed in this section.
Plastic Strain Insensitive to the change in the parameters values
For the baseline design, speed and stone size, the construction types, folded B or welded,
do not affect the plastic strain in tube (Figures 10 to 16). Similarly, the fin thickness, fin
pitch, and tube depth do not affect the plastic strain in the tube. See Figures 9, 10 and 14,
respectively.
Plastic Strain Slightly Sensitive to the change in the parameters values
For the baseline design, speed and stone size, the changes in tube height, tube nose radius
and tube depth showed insignificant changes in the plastic strain of the tube.
See Figures 11 and 13, respectively
Plastic Strain Insensitive to the change in the parameters values
For the baseline design, speed and stone size:
a)
For tube thicknesses from .1 to .4 mm the plastic strain dropped from 23% to 6%
which is significant to achieve robust design against stone impact (Figure 12).
b)
For stone sizes 1 to 6 mm, the change in plastic strain was 87% which is
substantially significant. It demonstrates that frontend grill mesh size should be small
enough to screen stone sizes of greater than 3mm to keep the plastic strain below the
yield value of 15% (Figure 15).
c)
For stone speeds from 15 to 60 mph, the plastic strain increased from 8% to 35%
which is significant. The speed of the impacting stone is noise factor and can not be
controlled. The design of tube and the stone shield (grill) has to be robust to meet the
requirements. (Figures 16)
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Figure 9 – Plastic Strain vs. Fin Thickness

Figure 10 – Plastic Strain vs Fin Pitch
8
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Figure 11 – Plastic Strain vs. Tube Height

Figure 12 – Plastic Strain vs. Tube Thickness
9
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Figure 13 – Plastic Strain vs. Tube Nose Radius

Figure 14 – Plastic Strain vs. Tube Depth
10
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Figure 15 – Plastic Strain vs. Stone Size

Figure 16 – Plastic Strain vs. Stone Speed
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5.0 Concluding Remarks

This parametric study suggests that the tube thickness is the key parameter for robust design of
the radiator to protect the tube damage due to stone impact. The external noise factor, stone size,
should be addressed by the design of the frontend grill mesh opening size.
Future research may be conducted for effect of multi-variable interaction on damageability of
radiator by stone impacts.
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Consideration of Orientation Properties of Short Fiber
Reinforced Polymers within Early Design Steps
Georg Gruber, Andreas Haimerl and Sandro Wartzack
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University of Erlangen-Nuremberg FAU, Germany

Abstract

Within the modern automotive industry there is an increasing application of parts made of short fiber reinforced
polymers (SFRP). The reasons are their beneficial mechanical properties and their series production capability.
However, the prediction of their crash behavior by simulation is very complicated, since a precise simulation
requires considering the fiber orientation distribution. That’s why, in early design steps often only imprecise,
isotropic simulation approaches are deployed in order to save calculation time and license costs for additional
software tools.
The aim of the present paper is to introduce a simplified simulation approach allowing an anisotropic simulation
taking into account the orientation data obtained by an injection molding simulation. To enable its application in
early design steps only standard functions already implemented in LS-DYNA® are deployed. The complex material
behavior of short fiber reinforced polymers is represented by overlapping two standard material models of
LS-DYNA in one single shell definition. The input parameters of the resulting phenomenological material
description are obtained by using optimization methods. The methodology being used to convert the orientation data
in order to set up an executable input deck is supported by two self-developed software tools. The first software tool
extracts the orientation angles from the process simulation by assigning fiber orientation tensors to corresponding
shell elements of the mesh of the crash simulation. For each shell element the orientation data are averaged and
projected on the shell. By doing so, the complex orientation state is reduced to just three values per shell element –
one fiber orientation angle and two fiber orientation probability values. Based on these data, the second software
tool creates the executable input deck. The legitimacy of the presented approach is proved by an experimental
validation: SFRP-plates are analyzed within a drop weight test. Despite the mentioned simplification (reduction of
the complexity of the orientation state) the numerical results show a strong correlation with the experimental data.

1. Introduction

Within the modern automotive industry there is an increasing application of parts made of short
fiber reinforced polymers (SFRP). The reasons are their beneficial mechanical properties and
their series production capability with help of the injection molding technique. However, the
prediction of their crash behavior by simulation is very complicated due to their complex and
manufacturing dependent anisotropic material behavior, which contradicts their application. To
achieve accurate simulation results, it is mandatory to carry out an additional injection molding
simulation and consider the derived fiber orientation distribution within the following structural
simulation. In the literature this simulation method is referred to as integrative simulation.
Within early design steps when several different design proposals have to be evaluated, methods
allowing a quick and efficient estimation of the mechanical properties are preferred by the
product developer. Consequently in theses phases the influence of reinforcement fibers is usually
neglected and the Finite Element simulations are performed isotropically. By these isotropic
simulations only results of minor accuracy can be obtained. Accordingly, the high degree of
freedom of design available in early design steps cannot be exploited adequately. So within the
first evaluation of different design proposals the optimum design cannot necessarily be
discovered.
The aim of the present paper is to introduce a simulation method supporting the consideration of
orientation properties of SFRPs determined within an injection molding simulation. The
1
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simulation approach shall be easy to use enabling its application in early phases of the product
development process.
The paper is structured as follows: At first the basic idea of integrative simulation approaches are
described. Afterwards state of the art tools and approaches in the field of the integrative
simulation will be discussed briefly. The paper’s focus lies on the description of the approach of
the Chair of Engineering Design (KTmfk), which is supported by two software tools. As
validation a weight drop test will be performed by simulation and will be opposed corresponding
experimental data. The paper is concluded with a short summary and discussion.

2. Fundamentals of the integrative simulation

To enable an accurate prediction of the mechanical behavior of SFRP-parts an integrative
simulation has to be performed. Basically this type of simulation can be divided into two
challenges. On the one hand, a numerical material description covering all relevant effects of
SFRP-parts is required. Important effects to be mentioned in this context are non-linearity,
plasticity, strain-rate dependency and anisotropic stiffness as well as strength behavior. On the
other hand, the orientation state resulting from the manufacturing process has to be determined
and the orientation data have to be prepared in order to be utilizable as input for the following
anisotropic structural simulation.
The anisotropic material properties result from the fiber distribution in the final part, which in
itself is a result of the flow process within the injection molding process. To put it simply, the
fibers in the outer layers of a thin walled part are aligned along the fluid flow of the polymer.
The fibers of the center layer of the part are aligned rather perpendicular to the flow direction
(see fig. 1a). The fiber distribution across the whole part can be derived by injection molding
simulation. The orientation condition can be described with a fiber orientation tensor at each
node of the mesh of the process simulation. According to the definition of ADVANI/TUCKER [1]
the fiber orientation can be described as a symmetric 3x3 matrix. By performing a principal axis
transformation, the orientation distribution can be displayed as orientation ellipsoid, as displayed
in fig. 1b. The eigenvectors ei portray the principal direction of the fiber distribution (orientation
angle), whereas the eigenvalues λi indicate the orientation distribution probability (ODP) of the
corresponding principal axis. Consequently, the eigenvectors deliver the direction and the
eigenvalues deliver the degree of the anisotropic material properties. The sum of all ODP values
equals 1. Studies comparing the fiber orientation distribution derived by simulations with the
orientation distribution obtained by image analysis of polished cross section show a strong
correlation between simulation and measurement [2].
a) Fiber orientation
distribution within the part

b) Fiber orientation tensor aij and orientation ellipsoid
x2

λ1e1

λ2e2
Principal axis transformation:

Eigenvector ei
orientation angle

Eigenvalue λi
 orientation probability

λ3e3
local coosy
global coosy

x3

Figure 1: a) Fiber orientation distribution in a section of the thin walled part
b) Orientation tensor according to [1]
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However, the orientation data of the injection molding simulation cannot be mapped directly on
the mesh of a following structural simulation due to mesh inconsistency. Process simulation tools
use tetrahedron meshes for the discretization, whereas within crash simulation of thin walled
structures 2D quad shell elements are beneficial.

3. Existing tools and approaches of integrative simulation

The realization of an accurate simulation of SFRP-structures is an important task in the field of
CAE for several years. There are already advanced commercial tools for the integrative
simulation (e.g. [3], [4]), which have to be coupled with commercial FE-codes like LS-DYNA®.
On the one hand, the integrative simulation applications realize the mapping of the orientation
information. On the other hand, a material description allowing the consideration of all relevant
effects of the material behavior is provided. The numerical input parameters for the
corresponding material models are usually determined by reverse-engineering procedures of
standard material tests. The tools mentioned in [3] and [4] enable the prediction of the crash
behavior of SFRP structures with very good accordance to physical tests. However, in early
design steps often isotropic simulation approaches are deployed in order to save calculation time
and license costs for additional software tools. But these isotropic approaches deliver results of
just minor accuracy and therefore, do not support the product developer adequately at
determining an optimum design in the early phases.
From the point of view of engineering design a compromise between highly accurate and cheap
respectively quick simulation approaches has to be found. A simulation method for the early
design steps should fulfill the following requirements:
 Delivering accurate results while considering all relevant effects of material behavior
(anisotropy, strain-dependency, etc.)
 Enabling simulations with low computational and manual effort
 Ideally using standard CAE-software
 Providing reproducible results regardless of the CAE engineer’s experience
A promising approach for early design steps implemented for LS-DYNA is presented by NUTINI
in [5]. Mat_103 - which originally is designed to model the behavior of sheet metal structures - is
used to represent the anisotropic material behavior of SFRP-structures. The determination of the
material parameters is carried out automated by a multi-objective optimization. The mapping of
the orientation is performed with the help of a self-developed mapping software, enabling
reproducible results. The legitimacy of the approach could be proved by several experiments.
However, the method is subject to certain restrictions. MAT_103 only allows the representation
of anisotropic properties in the plastic phase and anisotropic failure criterions are not supported.
The introduced mapping software is limited to a shell-mesh based process simulations. This only
allows for a two dimensional flow analysis and consequently leads to minor accuracy. The
consideration of the varying ODP in order to perform a local adaption of the stiffness is not
mentioned.
Another interesting approach is introduced by SCHÖPFER [6]. Hereby, the complex material
behavior of SFRP structures is modeled by overlapping two separate anisotropic material models
(MAT_54 and MAT_108). MAT_54 covers the anisotropic failure behavior and MAT_108
enables the representation of anisotropic, non-linear stiffness properties. The superposition is
realized layer wise within shell elements. To be precise, different material models are assigned to
the integration points through the thickness of a finite shell definition with help of the
*PART_COMPOSITE keyword. The introduced method is a phenomenological approach,
3
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meaning that the orientation of the created layers is not equal to the layers appearing in the
physical part as shown in fig. 1a. The method of overlapping material models can be considered
very powerful, since almost arbitrary material behavior can be represented with the use of
already implemented material models. The automatic extraction of the orientation data
determined by an injection molding simulation was not the focus of the work presented in [6] –
an interpretation of the process simulation “by hand” is proposed. Consequently, the repeat
accuracy as well as the accuracy in general depends on the experience of the CAE-engineer.
Nevertheless, tests described in [6] prove a very promising agreement between experimental and
numerical results.

4. Phenomenological, integrative simulation approach of the KTmfk

In the following an approach of the chair of engineering design (KTmfk) enabling the simulation
of SFRP-structures in early design steps will be described. The approach is based on the idea of
SCHÖPFER [6], whereas the anisotropic MAT_108 is replaced by the isotropic MAT_98. On the
one hand, this replacement leads to a reduced amount of input parameters and consequently
reduces the complexity of the necessary parameter fitting process. On the other hand, strain-rate
dependency can be covered with the use of MAT_98. In contrary to [6] an automated method
extracting the orientation data of the injection molding is presented.
As already mentioned an integrative simulation approach for SFRP-structures needs a valid
material model as well as a method allowing the consideration of the orientation data. The
methods used for both tasks are discussed in the following two sections.
4.1 Applied material description
The material behavior of SFRP-parts is represented by overlapping the material models Mat_54
and MAT_98 which are characterized by a low amount of input parameters. Their calibration is
performed within a reverse-engineering process. The material behavior determined in
experimental characterization tests (tensile, shear and bending tests) has to be approximated by
conforming virtual tests. The corresponding workflow is displayed in fig. 2 exemplarily for the
tensile test.

Figure 2: Fitting procedure for the tensile test
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The test specimens for the experimental characterization have to be taken out of an ideally
oriented reference plate. Since the anisotropic behavior is adjusted within the tensile fitting,
specimens parallel (0°) and orthogonal (90°) to the major orientation direction are necessary.
Within these tensile tests stress-strain curves of the focused polymer have to be collected. To be
able to cover strain-rate dependency in the numerical model, the tests should be performed at
different load velocities. Additionally, stress-strain curves have to be determined by Finite
Element simulation with corresponding virtual tests. To be able to approximate the experimental
material behavior with the numerical model the input parameters have to be adjusted adequately.
The parameter fitting procedure for tensile, shear and bending tests is supported by using the
optimization code LS-OPT®. Hereby, the bending stiffness is not controlled directly by material
parameters, but by shifting the position of the layer and by adjusting the thickness of the layers
of the shell description. Since the material models assigned to each shell element (see fig. 2.2)
have different stiffness properties, placing stiff material models close to the surface leads to an
increasing bending stiffness of the structure. Under the precondition that layers belonging to one
finite element are oriented in the same direction, the final adjustment of the bending stiffness can
be performed without affecting the already optimized tensile and shear behavior. Consequently,
the layers assigned to each integration point of the shell elements do not represent the distinct
layers of the physical model. That’s why the presented approach has to be considered as
phenomenological modeling method. A more detailed explanation of the material description and
the parameter optimization can be withdrawn [7] respectively [8].
4.2 Consideration of orientation properties
The paper’s focus is the transformation of the orientation data (orientation angle and orientation
distribution probability) to the structural simulation. The procedure is divided in two steps, each
of them supported by a software tool. In the first step (section 4.2.1) the orientation data obtained
by the process simulation are averaged and assigned to the appropriate element IDs of the
structural simulation. The adapted orientation data are collected within a text file. In the second
step (section 4.2.2) an executable LS-DYNA input deck is created containing the orientation
information.
4.2.1. Mapping and adapting of the orientation data
The workflow of the mapping and averaging process is displayed in fig. 3. First, the orientation
data calculated at the nodes of the mesh of the process simulation are assigned to the
corresponding element of the structural simulation. Therefore, a bounding box around the shells
containing the corresponding nodes of the mesh of the process simulation is created. The
orientation tensors assigned to each shell element are averaged component wise, delivering one
single orientation tensor per element.
process simulation (injection molding)

Mapping of orientation to
corresponding shell element

structural simulation (crash)

2D-shell-elements without
orientation
Bounding box

Tetrahedron with
orientation (3D)

Averaging of the tensors

Figure 3: Workflow mapping process (to enable a clear arrangement, the orientation ellipsoids are displayed in the
center of the tetrahedrons rather than at the nodes)
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After the mapping process, the orientation data have to be adapted for the structural simulation.
The anisotropic behavior of the material description introduced in section 4.1 is implemented
with the use of MAT_54. The anisotropic stiffness in MAT_54 is defined by two orthogonal
young modul values. Since shell elements are used, only stiffness properties in the shell plane
can be considered. Consequently, the averaged orientation ellipsoid has to be projected on the
shell plane; thereby, the stiffness share normal to the shell plane is neglected. Afterwards the xa
and xb axis – the local element coordinate system – necessary to set the two young-moduli of
MAT_54 have to be defined as displayed in fig. 4. Therefore, the three axis of the averaged
orientation ellipsoid are projected on the shell’s surface. The major orientation vector after the
projection (λ1e1* in fig. 4) defines the mayor axis xa of the element coordinate system. The minor
axis xb of the element coordinate system can be derived from xa, since xb is orthogonal to xa.
After defining all element coordinate systems, the orientation data of each element λi ei have to
be projected on the axis xa respectively xb and being normalized in the end.
Major axis xa equals mayor orientation
- Major and minor axis: unknown

Projected
ellipsoid

- Averaged orientation: known

?

xa

Finite shell element

λ2e2

+

λ1e1*
λ3e3*

λ1e1

xb

λ2e2*

Defined major and minor axis

xb

λ3e3

xa

Known
orientation data

Figure 4: Determination of the alignment of the local coordinate system xa/ xb necessary for Mat_54

With help of this method, the appropriate alignment of the local coordinate system of each shell
element as well as the corresponding ODP for the xa and the xb axis are determined. These steps
are carried out automated with the software prototype called KTmfk Mapping Tool. By using the
KTmfk Mapping Tool the orientation data from the process simulation are transferred to the mesh
of the structural simulation without noticeable loss of information (see fig. 5).
Main Orientation (KTmfk Mapping Tool, quad shell elements)
Orientation probability θ

Main Orientation (Process simulation, tetrahedron mesh)

Figure 5. Injection molded plate with chaotic gate setup: Orientation data of process simulation vs. mapped data

However, the method described in section 4.2.1 so far does not provide any information
regarding an alternating bending stiffness of the part, resulting from the fiber distribution across
the thickness. Therefore, the bounding boxes surrounding each shell element (see fig. 3) have to
be split horizontally in three sub boxes, allowing the determination of a layer wise orientation
6
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information (see fig. 6). These data can be used for an additional adjustment of the bending
behavior of the structural model.
Shell based model for
crash simulation

Global orientation data
 One resulting orientation per layer
 Basic requirement for an independent
bending fitting
Layer wise orientation data
 Subdividing the orientation data in 3 layers
 Provides information about bending behavior
Figure 6: Different representations of the orientation data

4.2.2. Creation of an executable LS-DYNA input file
The methodology to create the input deck is embedded within a software prototype called the
KTmfk Input Deck Creator. The pursued methodology can be explained most easily by
demonstrating the workflow of the software. The user interface of the software is displayed in
fig. 7.

Figure 7: User interface of the KTmfk Input Deck Creator

In the beginning the simulation model of the laminar part to be analyzed is set up as .k-file using
an arbitrary pre-processor. The part has to be represented by shell elements using the
conventional
*ELEMENT_SHELL
definition.
Within
the
model
setup
one
*PART_COMPOSITE definition has to be declared. Two material models have to be assigned
alternating to the integration points across the thickness of the SFRP-part. In the current version
the combination of MAT_54 und MAT_98 are recommended, as explained in section 4.1.
Furthermore, the path to the text file containing the orientation data, (visualized on the right side
of fig. 5) created by the KTmfk mapping tool, has to be declared.
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Tab 1: Insert Angle-Information
Within this tab the desired element card being used to define the element representation
including the orientation information has to be chosen. Hereby, the user can decide between a
model setup using *ELEMENT_SHELL_BETA, *PART_COMPOSITE or the new
*ELEMENT_SHELL_COMPOSITE keyword. The pros and cons of these three methods are
discussed at the end of this section.
Since the orientation angle of each element should be linked directly to each element
(meaning in case of rotation of an element, the orientation angle should stick to the material),
the orientation angle has to be defined using a local coordinate system, preferably by using
the option Aopt=0. By doing so, even in case of large distortions or rotations of the element,
a physically correct adjustment of the orientation angle can be guaranteed.
The varying ODP leads to a locally alternating stiffness behavior. This phenomenon can be
considered by activating the check box “Create Material classes”. This option only works in
combination with the *PART_COMPOSITE or the *ELEMENT_SHELL_COMPOSITE
definition.
Tab 2: Insert Material-Classes
The different material classes being necessary to consider the varying ODP can be controlled
within Tab 2. The material parameters of MAT_54 and MAT_98 determined by reverseengineering are only valid for areas of the part which are characterized by an ODP state close
to the mean ODP of the ideally oriented reference plate mentioned in section 4.1. The
reference plate used for the current studies shows a mean ODP of approximately 0.8 parallel
(Θa=0.8) respectively 0.1 orthogonal (Θb=0.1) to the major orientation direction as defined in
fig. 2. The ODP share of 0.1 missing to sum up to 1 arises from fibers aligned normal to the
surface of the part. Consequently, the stiffness behavior of areas of the part being
characterized by an ODP deviating from Θa=0.8 and Θb=0.1 has to be increased respectively
decreased adequately.
Therefore, the ODP in a- and b-direction has to be divided in several classes. Table 1 shows a
classification of nine different classes. The material parameters determined within the
reverse-engineering are only valid for representing the ODP-state defined by class 4. For the
remaining classes the stiffness has to be adjusted by alternating definitions of MAT_54,
being defined by different values for the young moduli. These values are obtained by linear
interpolation. MAT_98 which defines the curvature of the resulting stress-strain curve of the
virtual tensile test is kept constant.
Table 1: Material classes for distinct sets of ODP-groups
Θa

Θb



8

0.0 - 0.2

0.2 - 0.4

0.4 - 0.6

0.6 - 0.8

0.8 - 0.4

0.0 - 0.2

1

2

3

4

5

0.2 - 0.4

-

6

7

8

-

0.4 - 0.6

-

-

9

-

-

To perform the interpolation, the young modul values for class 5 of table 1 have to be
declared. The appropriate values were determined by preliminary tests. The amount of
different material classes and consequently the level of detail of the simulation can be chosen
within the software on tab 2.
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Tab 3: Consider alternating Bending-Stiffness
Finally an alternating bending stiffness resulting from the manufacturing process can be
taken into account by assigning different material classes (and orientation angles) across the
thickness of each element according to the results of the layer wise analysis of KTmfk
Mapping Tool (see fig. 6). Therefore, the orientation information of three horizontally
arranged layers have to be declared within tab 3. The positive influence of additionally
assigning the alternating orientation angles of each layer has to be investigated in further
studies.

Finally the three different element cards enabling the definition of the element representation
will be discussed briefly. *ELEMENT_SHELL_BETA allows a compact element definition and
a user-defined variation of the alignment of each element, defined by one orientation angle per
element. Though, the adjustment of the bending stiffness by assigning different material classes
according to the results of the fiber orientation distribution is not possible. The calculation time
with *ELEMENT_SHELL_BETA is similar to the calculation with a standard
*ELEMENT_SHELL definition (without an orientation declaration). The use of the
*PART_COMPOSITE command enables the assignment of user-defined element angles and
alternating material classes for each element and layer of the focused part. However, this
flexibility requires the declaration of a *PART definition for each element and consequently
leads to an extensive model definition. Besides the confusing structure of the resulting input
deck, a noticeable increase of the calculation time is resulting. Based on the example of a virtual
tensile test consisting of 105 shell elements the calculation time decreased by the factor of seven
compared to a simulation without an orientation declaration. The new keyword
*ELEMENT_SHELL_COMPOSITE can be seen as a compromise between the two previously
mentioned keywords. On the one hand, it offers the flexibility within the model definition as
provided by the *PART_COMPOSITE command. On the other hand, the input deck can be kept
compact and clearly arranged. Although an increasing calculation time is observed,
*ELEMENT_SHELL_COMPOSITE
can
be
considered
more
efficient
than
*PART_COMPOSITE. Compared to a simulation without any orientation data, the elapsed time
increases six-fold with the use of *ELEMENT_SHELL_COMPOSITE.

5. Definition of the failure criterion

The failure criterion for the introduced material description is implemented by different
approaches (anisotropic and isotropic failure criterion).
Anisotropic failure criterion
Since the initial analysis of the failure criterion implemented in MAT_54 did not deliver
satisfactory results, an approach with two *MAT_ADD_ERROSION definitions assigned to
MAT_54 was pursued. Hereby, the alternating stress-strain behavior in longitudinal and
transversal direction is taken advantage of. The maximum stress values can be observed at load
paths parallel to the major fiber alignment (0° orientation). On the contrary the maximum strain
level can be observed orthogonal to the major fiber alignment (90° orientation). Consequently,
one *MAT_ADD_ERROSION limits the maximum permitted stresses (failure criterion 0°) the
other *MAT_ADD_ERROSION definition limits the maximum strain (failure criterion 90°).
Within tensile tests in 0° and 90° orientation a good correlation between simulation und
experiments could be obtained (see fig. 8). For these studies experimental stress-strain curves
published in [9] are taken.
9
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Figure 8: Representation of anisotropic failure within tensile tests

Isotropic failure criterion
The effective plastic strain will be considered as isotropic failure criterion. Within MAT_98 the
effective plastic strain can be limited without an additional *MAT_ADD_ERROSION
definition.

6. Validation

The Validation of the approach was performed in two steps. Initially, the energy ratio of a part
with mixed material models was analyzed within a preliminary test. Finally, an experiment of a
drop weight tester is modeled with the help of simulation. The obtained results of simulation and
experiment were opposed and analyzed.
6.1 Preliminary validation test
The first preliminary test should prove that the mixture of several material models does not lead
to corrupt energy ratios. Therefore, a simple model of a plastic girder was set up. This girder was
loaded with an accelerated mass as displayed in fig. 9. The simulation was executed two times,
one with MAT_ELASTIC and another one with the mixture of MAT_54 & MAT_98 assigned to
the plastic part. The energy ratio displayed on the right side of fig. 9 proves that the mixture of
the material models does not compromise the energy balance.
1,001

v = 3 m/s

1

Energy ratio

Additional mass

1,0005

Plastic part

0,9995
0,999
0,9985
0,998

ideal-elastisch
Isotropic
elastic material (Mat_01)
eigenes Materiamodell
Mixed
materials (Mat_54 & Mat_98)

0,9975

x

0,997

z
y

Ground

0,9965

0

0,02

0,04

0,06
time in s

Figure 9: Simulation set-up and corresponding energy ratio check
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6.2 Experimental validation of a virtual drop weight test
As experimental validation a drop weight test is recreated by simulation using the introduced
material description. Within this test set-up a disc-shaped impactor hits a rectangular plastic plate
(test object) at velocities of approximately 1.5 m/s respectively 2.1 m/s. The impactor and the
guidance construction have a mass of 6.13 kg in total. This leads to impact energy values of 6.9 J
respectively 13.5 J. The plastic plate is mounted on a clamping frame displayed in fig. 10.
As test object the reference plate mentioned in section 4.1 was used. These plates were
manufactured by injection molding using the thermoplastic polymer Crastin® LW9020 NC010
from the manufacturer DuPontTM. The plates show dimensions of 140 mm x 79.5 mm x 2.4 mm
and are characterized by a homogenous orientation along the long edge of the plate (a-axis). This
initial validation, for simplification purposes, is performed under the assumption of an ideal fiber
orientation along the a-axis.

c

1.5 m/s

Mounting frame

Impactor
Plastic plate

b
a

Figure 10: Test set-up of the drop weight experiment

Since the anisotropic failure criterion described in section 5 did not lead to satisfactory results for
the component tests, the isotropic failure criterion limiting the effective plastic strain is deployed
for the following validation tests. Pretests showed that an effective plastic strain threshold of
0.033 enables a good representation of the physical failure behavior.
The first test was performed with an impact velocity of 1.5 m/s. Two time steps of the
experiment and the virtual model are displayed in fig. 11. The pictures of the first time step show
an almost identical shape of the edge of rupture which is aligned parallel to axis of the major
fiber alignment. The wider gap indicating the edge of rupture within the simulation model is a
result of the deleted elements and therefore is dependent of the size of the mesh. The depth of the
penetration apparent in time step two of the simulation is comparable to the experiment as well.
The drop weigh test was also performed with an increased impact speed of 2.1 m/s. The fracture
pattern for this test is displayed in fig 12. Comparable to the results of the previous test a good
correlation between physical and numerical test can be observed. The validation could prove that
the presented simplified approach enables a realistic prediction of the crash behavior.
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Figure 11: Comparison of physical and virtual test, impact speed: 1.5 m/s

Figure 12: Fracture pattern of physical and virtual test, impact speed: 2.1 m/s
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7. Summary and discussion

The present paper dealt with the prediction of the crash behavior of parts made of short fiber
reinforced polymers. To enable an accurate structural simulation in early phases of the product
development process, a simplified approach allowing an anisotropic crash simulation based on
the orientation information obtained by an injection molding simulation was introduced. The
complex behavior of short fiber reinforced polymers is represented by overlapping already
implemented material models. Consequently, there is no need to implement any additional userdefined materials.
The orientation information delivered by the process simulation has to be prepared adequately to
be inserted in the LS-DYNA input deck. Two software tools which support the CAE-engineer at
preparing these orientation data and setting up the executable input deck were presented within
the paper. Due to its flexibility and its justifiable calculation time, the deployment of the new
*ELEMENT_SHELL_COMPOSITE keyword is recommended. The paper concludes with the
description of an experimental validation, which proves the legitimacy of the approach.
The presented approach can be considered as suitable for early design steps, since standard CAEsoftware can be used. By using the technique of overlapping already implemented material
models, even the complex material behavior of SFRPs can be modeled satisfactorily.
Consequently, there is no need to handle the material description during the simulation by an
external application, which is a common procedure in the field of integrative simulation. The
deployment of the approach requires no additional manual effort, since the creation of the
executable LS-DYNA input deck is supported by two software tools. So the simulation results do
not depend on the CAE-engineer’s experience. By supporting the use of the new
*ELEMENT_SHELL_COMPOSITE keyword an acceptable calculation time for an anisotropic
simulation can be achieved.
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